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If a top page is not here, the migration is OK.
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Notes:
1) Pages in Confluence with attachments included with "Small/Medium/Large Thumbnail" do not have (most
of the time) the attached files. See for example
DPG Spring Meeting versus DPG Spring Meeting
Sometime, text after a such attachment is no more visible Muon Veto geometry versus Muon Veto geometry
If there is no fix in the plugin import, I can change before the next migration in the Confluence Wiki the
"Small/Medium/Large Thumbnail" to "Link" which seems to work.
2) The pages under Confluence "Theses" ("PhD", "Master/Diploma", etc) seems to have attachments messed
up PhD versus TWiki PhD . The TWiki page has all three attachments, while the Confluence page has only
one attachment, the other being at "Master/Diploma" Confluence page. These pages use in Confluence
selection of attachments via the "label" of the attachment. It is however not much work to be fixed in TWiki
by hand, but it would be nice if the attachments are attached to the correct page.
3) The mention of users in Confluence (e.g. "@Ghete") is not converted in the TWiki, see 2020-03-27
versus 2020 03 27. I doubt it is possible to fix it in the import plugin, and it can be fixed by hand.
4) Attachments included with the Confluence macro "Attachments" are ignored in the text , and files are not
attached. Present in many pages. See e.g.
2020-10-08 versus 2020-10-08
5) Attachments missing, see
2020-01-15 versus 2020 01 15
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